Session 8: Book Signing with Roger Olmos
Venue: Bibioteca Beato Pellegrino
17:30
Book Signing@Biblioteca Beato Pellegrino
To celebrate his stunning picturebooks included in the Book Exhibition.

Children's literature, Environmental Imagination & Ecopedagogy,
come and meet the best-selling author Roger Olmos for a special book signing at the Beato Pellegrino University Library.

Book Exhibition
Nature Agency
Children's Literature, Environmental Imagination & Ecopedagogy
12 – 27 April 2023
Monday-Friday: 9-22
Saturday-Sunday: 9-18
@Biblioteca Beato Pellegrino

Exhibition Curators:
Marnie Campagnaro, University of Padova
Chiara Malpezzi, ChLit Research Group, University of Padova
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